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Reflector¡zed road markings have long been recognized as a cost€ffest¡ve

means of reducing road accidents, part¡cularly at n¡ght. ln recogn¡tion, f¡rst, of

the need to reduce the 50 percent offatal road accidentsthat ¡nvolve alcohol'

impaired drivers, and second, of the high incidence of alcohol ¡mpairment at

night, th¡s study sought to determine whether wider'than-standard edgelines

would serve as an alcohol counte¡measure. A vehicle pos¡t¡onal study was

conducted on two-lane rural roads in northern New Jersey in which four
edgeline width conditions (0,4,6, and 8 in) were evaluated. From lateral po'

s¡tioh measurements taken photographically every 100 ft, driver performance

was analyzed by using six different methods. The 16 male test subiects

each drove twice-once after they consumed placebo drinks [0.00 blood

alcohol concentratrion (BAC)l, and the other t¡me afte¡ they consumed

either placebo dr¡nks or a controlled alcohol dosage (0.05 or 0.08 BACI.

Pr¡or research was corroborated ¡n that the test sub¡ects showed improved

driving performance when edgelines were present and reduced performance

when they were alcohol impaired. The presence of wideÌ'than-standãrd

edgelines was found to ¡ncrementally enhance the benefits derived from

tandard 4-¡n wide edgelines for both unimpaiÌed and alcohol'impaired

drivers. When alcohol is present, even at the relat¡vely low BAC levels ex-

amined in this research, the visual communication l¡nk between the road-

way and the driver is ¡nterrupted. The improved driving performance of

the test sub¡ects in the presence of wide edgelines indicates that strengthen-

ing the visual signal at the road edge may compensate to some degree for
alcohol impairment and hence reduce the risk of accidents, S¡nce the ef-

fects of alcohol on driver vision are similar to the effects of fat¡gue, drugs,

and reduced visual ability due to old age, wide edgelines are likely to also

benêfit those with these other types of impairment.

ÀIcohol is a factor in up to 50 percent of aII fatal
accidents (l) and has historically been counteracted
in the Uníted States by highway safety programs
based on law enforcement, health therapyr and public
education. However, despite the best efforts of
these prograns, the alcohol problem stiIl frustrates
highway safety planners¡ and it is likely that, if
major progress is to be made, new approaches to
solving the problem must be developed.

Recent highway safety research has developed two
basic propositions that are relevant when consider-
ing new solutions (2):

1. It is the abilíty of the driver to negotiate a
hÍghway that is the ultimate consideration in
whether or not an accident wi1l occur, and

2. The most-inporÈant single effect on driver
behavior is the safety Potential of the road itself.

ay using these two propositions as a starting
point, researchers at Potters Industries asked
whether a traffic engineering approach to the road
environ¡¡ent would be effective in combating the
safety problerns of the alcohol-irnpaired driver.

RESEARCH REVIEW

À review of research on alcohol inpairment indicates
that, although the unimpaired driver generally
maintains good visual conmunication with the road-
way, the presence of even small quantities of alco-
hol tends to block this visual J.inkage. Since at
least 90 percent of all guidance information re-
ceived by drivers comes from visual sources (3),
this bLockage creates a critical problen.

Previous research indicates that alcohol affects
drivers through various nechanisns, aII of which
interreact with one another. For exanPle ' the
alcohol-irnpaired driver has relatívely low sensi-
tivity to contrast, so that â1I objects seen along
the highvtây tend to nerge into the sane shading' and

the driver's ability to distinguish one object frorn
another is reduced. In addition, alcohol impairnent
reduces peripheral vision, so that the driver tends
to receíve visual infornatíon only fron the center
of the roadway.

Another result of alcohol impairment is a tun-
nel-vision effect, in that the driver sees the road
as if he or she were looking at it fro¡n inside a

tunnel. Sinultanèously, the irnpaired driver's
visibility dístance is shortened' so that visual
search is concentrated on objects close to the front
of the vehicle. Hence, the driver is not able to
anticipate situations as well as when in an unim-
paired condition.

These problens are compounded because alcohol
reduces the ability to process information. In
addition, the inpaired driver has a relatively
Ínflexible searching strategy when viewing objects
in the roadway. He or she concentrates his or her
visual search strategy on a few items for relatively
long periods of time; in an unirnpaired searching
strategy he or she acquires infor¡nation fron many

objectsr each viewed for relatively short tirne
períods. The atcohol-impaired driver also suffers
so¡ne loss of dynarnic visual acuity, so that objects
in the periphery that are in motion relative to the
vehicle, such as signs and signals, aPpear blurred.
FinatIy, the alcohol-iropairetl driver is relatively
indifferent to deviations in the dríving path. ÀII
drivers tend to lteave to so¡ne extent in the driving
lane, but the vreaving on the part of an irnpaíred
driver is nuch more pronounced, as a result of
taking corrective action rather late' and such
corrections tend to be over-corrections.

AIl of these effects of âlcohol inpairment di-
rectly ímpact the visuat link between the road and

the driver. Potterrs researchers hypothesized that
inproved delineation, particularly at the edge of
the roadvray, would improve the visual Iinkage be-
tvreen the roadway and the atcohol-impaired driver
and reduce the probability of road accidents.
Controlled tests conductecl in both the United States
and Europe have shown that continuous 10-cm wide (4

in) reflectorized road markings at the road edge are
a highly cost-effective rneans of reducing road
accidents. Since these markings are particularly
effective at night, when the highest incidence of
alcohol impairment occurs, it is likeIy that they
are already acting as an alcohol counterrneasure; the
presence of a stronger pattern at the road edge was

considered likeJ.y to have an incre¡nental benefit for
the alcohol-irnpaired driver.

STUDY DESIGN

In order to safely conduct a realistic controlled
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study, it was decided not to conduct either a be-
fore-and-after accident study or a simulator study.
Instead, surrogate ¡neasures of driver perforrnance on
two-lane rural roads vrere studied. Vehicle position
reflects driver performance, and prior research has
shown positional data to be usable in pl_ace of
before-and-after accident data to predict accident
probability.

Research conducted at pennsylvania State Univer_
sity in 1969, by the Federal Highway Administration
(FHWA) ín 1977, and by lllinois in Ig7g, showed
accident rate to be a function of the dríver posi-
tional variabÍ1ity, vehicle positioning in the
center of the lane, and driver-to-driver grouping
14, pp. 276-283¡ !, pp. 85-99; !.). The potrers
Industries research analyzed these performânce
measurements as lrell as measures of driver path
range and average vehicle speed. rn a refinement of
the techniques used Ín the príor research, thís
study evaluated vehicle position photographicatly
every L00 ft in each of the 14 0.8-k¡n (0.5-mile)
test sections. The prior research had measured
vehicle position electronically at only two loca-
tions in each test section.

The study evaluated four edgeline conditions--no
edgeJ,fnes and edgelines 10, 15, and 20 cn (4, 6, and
I in) in width. Thrêe dosage levels of alcohol were
applied--a placebo leve1 of 0.00 blood alcohol
concentration (BAC) and 0.05 and 0.08 BAC. Sixteen
test subjects were selected from among male students
aged 2I-25, who were representative of the híghest-
risk group in the driving population.

During the conduct of the test betrrreen nidníght
and 3¡00 a.n., the test course was closed to traffic
by the police, who were positioned out of sight of
the test subjects. These subjects drove in dual-
controlled test cars and were accompanied by 1i-
censed driving instructors. Each subject drove
terice, and his trÍals vrere separated by one v¡eek.
One trial was in a control condition r.rith the sub-ject only having placebo (0.00 BAC) drinks; the
other trial wâs conducted after the subject consu¡ned
either another placebo or a controlled alcohot
dosage (0.05 or 0.08 BAC).

DATÀ ANALYSIS

More than 9200 neasurements of vehicle position were
collected from the 14 test sections, and the results
of the data analysis illustrate the vital role that
reflectorized edgelines play in visual communication
between the roadway and the drÍver. These benefi-
cial effects are apparent in the fol-Iowing analysis
of the síx measures of driving perfornance for the
l0 curved test sections. Since examínation of the
data for the 4 tangent test sections yielded no
strong concl.usions, they have been o¡nitted from the
subsequent discussion.

Analysis of the driving range was conducted by
segmenting the range into its centrãI 70 percent
increment as well as separate consideration of its
left and right 10 and 5 percent extremes. The
effect of alcohol on the drivers, regardless of
edgeline condition, was Èo increase the range at
both the left and right extremes (Figure I). When
edgeline width was considered, Ít i.ras apparent that
the effect of increasing edgeline wldth was to move
the drivers avray from the edgeline toward the cen-
terline. This occurred for both the placebo-dosed
drivers (0.00 BAC) and drivers dosed to the 0.05 and
0.08 BAC levels. However, this shift tovrard the
centerline did not increase the number of centerline
incursions. Rather, the range was conpressed
against the centerline, so that more dríving was in
the Iâne and centrality of positioning was greater.

When analyzing the statisticaL significance of
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these data (Figure 2), it can be seen that, when the
edgel.ine width increases fron l0 cm (4 in) to 20 cn(8 in), there are no statistically significant
positional changes at the left extreme of the range.
Conversely, only at this increased width of 20 cm
does the right extreme 5 percent of the range show å
statistically significant novement away fro¡n the
edgeline and toward the centerline. This indicates
that, for the best improvenent in driving perfor-
mance, the mini¡num incre¡nental width desired is a
further 10 c¡n rather than merely â 5 cn (2 in)
i ncrement.

The results confírm that alcohol is a safety
hazarð,, and that a standard l0 c¡n-wide ectgeline,
when compared with no edgelines, improves road
safety. However, the analysis also shows that wider
edgelines serve to decrease the driving range even
further than does a standard edgeline, and this
benefit does not cause incursions into the opposite
lane.

lfhen considering positional variability, or the
arnount of vehicle weaving along the roadway, it is
apparent that the affect of alcohol is to increase
the amount of weaving (Figure 3). This, again,
confirms prior research, and sinilarly, the benefits
of standard edgelines conpared ¡¡Íth no edgelines are
confirmed in Èhat a 10-cm wide line reduces vari-
ability for both unirnpaired anil alcohol-impaired
drivers. The presence of a wider edgelÍne serves to
decrease variability even further. The maximum
reduction occurs in the presence of a 20-cn edge_
line. This increnental reduction in variability is
only found consistentJ.y in the presence of a 20-cn
wide edgeline¡ wíth a 15-cm (6-in) wide edgeline
there are sone instances where no reduction in
variability occurs.

Earlier stualies indicate that road safety is
pronoted when drivêrs centralize their position in
the driving lane. Analysis of vehicle mean position
indicates that alcohol acts as a decentratizer by
moving drivers toward the edgeline. Hoerever, for
boÈh the pJ-acebo and dosed drivers, the presence of
standard and wider edgelines was found to move the
driver away from the edgeline and toward the center_
line (FÍgure 4). t¡owever, this movement reaches its
maximurn when a ls-c¡n wide edgeline is present. As
the edgeline width increases to 20-c¡n, drivers shift
back tor.rard the edgeline, although their finalpositions were found to be closer to the centerline
than they had been in the presence of lO-cm edge_
Lines. The potters researchers believe that this
movement results fro¡n drivers being actively aware
of the presence of a 20-cn wide Line at the left
side of a two-lane roadway. As drivers approach the
centerlíne, they are probâbly responding to the
presence of this left side and hence shift back in
their lane tov¡ard a central, position. This effect
vias apparent for all groups of drÍvers and indicates
the superior benefits derived fro¡n a 20-cm wide
edgeline for both the alcohol-impaired and the
unimpaíred drivers, as cotnpared with the lower-in-
cre¡nental benefits of a 15-cm wide edgeline.

Research conducted at pennsylvania State Univer_
sity indicates that, when drivers perform like one
another, the road involved has a high safety poten_
tial because drivers are perceiving the road simi-
1ar1y and hence respond similarly. In this study,
sínilarity or grouping of performance was analyzed
ín terms of individual nean positions. When evalu-
ating these groupings, two effects are apparent
(Figure 5). First, the location of the group shifts
toward the centerline as edgeline width increases,
with the same maximum shift in the presence of a
15-cm wide edgeline as noted when analyzing individ-
ual driver mean positions. Second, the size of the
group is sharply reduced in the presence of wider
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lines for both the alcohol-inpaired and the uni¡n-
paired drivers. In contrast, when standard-width
ãdgelines or no edgelínes are Present, the size of
the group either does not cbange or, in fact, shows

6ome increase in size due to alcohol impairnent'
The reduced group sÍze again denonstrates the bene-
fits of wider edgelines.

Figure 1. Dr¡Yer Path range:

effest of edgelines.

Figure 2. Dr¡ver path range:
analysis of positional changes

at the 80 percent conf¡dence
level.
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Flnallyr the average speed of ¿lrivers in the test
sections ytas analyzed by subject grouPing. No

correlations of speed erith either average position
or driver variabillty were found; the only signifi-
cant conclusion was t¡at, with ealgelines of any
widthr fewer drivers exceeded the Poste¿l speed limit
than when no edgelines $ere Present.
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Figure 3. Driver var¡at¡on.
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Figure 4. Driver mean positíonl
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Figure 5. Driver to driver grouping,

FoIlowing the conclusion of the potters posi-
tional and speed analysis, FHWA performed their own
evaluation of the base data. A measure of good
driving was created and analyzed in terms of edge-
line width and degree of alcohol impairment. Two
concLusions were drawn:

1. when drivers were undosed, the presence of
edgelines of any width resulted in more good driving
then occurred without edgelines; and

2. When drivers were dosed to the 0.05 or 0.0g
BAC level, there wäs nore good driving in the pres-
ence of wide edgelines than Ín the presence of
either standard or no edgeJ-ines.

CONCLUSION

If further major progress is to be made in reducing
the annual toll- of fatal highway accidents, then new
efforts must be made to eli¡ninate that half of atl-
fatal accidents that invotve alcohot. This research
exa¡nined an engineering approach to what has tradi-
tionally been considered a law enforcement, health,
and public education problen.

AlcohoL impairnent is known to have an adverse
effect on road safety. The data analysis confirmed
thãt, for alL performance measures, there was a
detrimentãL effect on driver performance when alco-
hol was present. A standard 10-cm (4-in) wide
edgeline, when compared with no edgeline, was found
to provide significant safety benefits, and this
confirmed the results of earlier before-and-after
accident studies on the effectiveness of edgelines.
Wide edgeJ-ines¡ particularly those 20 cm (B in)
wide, were found to provide incremental benefits as
compared with standard-width edgelines, ând these
benefits were provided for both the alcohol-impaired
and thè unimpaired driver (see table below).

0.08 BAC
G roup

0.05 BAC
Group
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Effect of Effect of
Alcohol 10-c¡n Wide
Effect EdgeLine Edgeline

Increase Decrease Decrease
fur the r

fncrease Decrease Decrease
further

Shift to- Shift to- Further shift
ward ward cen- toward cen-
edgeline terline terline

Grouping
Dispersion !tixed Mixed Tighter

grouping
Move left Move further

Ief t
Måintains Maíntains

good more good
driving driving

Beneficial More

Location

FHWA data

Overall

Move
r ight

Reduces
good
dr iv ing

Adverse
benef icia I

A1cohol impairment may wel_I relate to other forms
of impairment, such as fatigue, the use of drugs,
and the reduced visual ability common among older
drivers. Hence, the beneficial effects of wider
edgelines found for the alcohol-impaired driver may
well- extend to drivers who have other types of
impairnent, since the improved driver performance of
our têst subjects in the presence of wide edgelines
indicates that strengthening the visual signal at
the road edge may compensat.e to some degree for
impaÍrrnent and, therefore, reduce the risk of acci-
dents. These results not only corroborate prior
resêarch, but also provide new insight into the
safety benefits of roadway delineation.
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